
Make the most of your hiking experience in Grächen! With 
your Hiking-Time Ticket, you can start a multitude of hiking 
adventures with a ride on the Hannigalp cableway. There is 
so much to explore, such as the Wannihorn, Seetal valley or 
the high route from and to Saas-Fee. 
Our attractive 3-for-2 offer Ticket ensures you have all you 
need to enjoy the hiking time of your life.

* SBB Half Fare Travelcard, GA, MGPass. 
Children under the age of 6 travel free of charge, Junior Travelcard and Children’s 
Co-Travelcard are valid. 
Tickets are available at the Grächen Tourist Office and the Hannigalp cableway bottom 

Hiking-Time 
Ticket

3-for-2 offer for single trips or day passes with the Hannigalp cableway  
(3 × roundtrip Ticket or 3 single trips). Valid for summer season 2024 and use within     
10 days after the date of issue, non-transferable, no refunds on unused trips.

Prices 
3 single trips Adult (18+) / Teen, Child, HT* 
CHF 28.– / 14.– (CHF 42.– /21.-)

3 roundtrips Adult (18+) / Teen, Child, HT* 
CHF 54.– / 26.– (CHF 81.– / 39.–)

Level up your Hiking-Time Ticket to a PLUS Ticket and 
get even more mountain hiking adventure for your 
money. Upgrade now for only CHF 8.– or CHF 16.- to 
include a trip with the St. Niklaus-Jungen cableway. 
By the way: The PLUS Ticket can be booked as an 
upgrade for every Hannigalp cableway Ticket. 
(No combinable with other discount offers, such as Half Fare Travelcard)

Hiking-Time Ticket PLUS

Hiking-Time
Make the best  

of your time here.

Cableway 
offer

3 for 2

Cableway 
offer 

3 for 2 

Small. But mighty. graechen.ch

Starting point Alpe Jungen
The Wander-Zeit Ticket PLUS  is ideal for these hiking 
routes.

1
On this route, you will get to know the colorful diversity of 
the local alpine flora. You walk along the lovingly laid out 
path and learn about the Valais floral splendor from nume-
rous information boards along the wayside.

The Alpine flower trail

Learn more 

2
Admire breathtaking views and enchanting larch forests 
along the route with a gentle incline. At the Moosalp res-
taurant, you can round off your day›s hiking with a variety 
of delicacies.

From Jungen to the Moosalp

Learn more 

After arriving on the rustic Jungen cable car, take a seat 
on the sun terrace. Here you can enjoy the view of Grächen, 
the Ried Glacier and the Mattertal and enjoy the lovingly 
prepared dishes. With the magnificent panoramic view of 
the imposing mountain landscape, they taste twice as good!

Mountain Restaurant Jungeralp

Learn more 

Timetable
Jungenbahn

Tipp

Learn more



Grächen is the starting point of many 
hikes and adventures, making it the  
ideal destination to indulge in your  
Hiking-Time. On an area of 250 km, you 
will find a multitude of impressive hiking 
routes and activities for hiking enthusi-
asts and connoisseurs.

Hiking and 
adventures in 
Grächen

1
The high route from Hannigalp to Saas Fee guarantees a 
great time to all outdoor enthusiasts who love breathtaking 
views and dizzying heights. Large sections of the route take 
you along the ridge, making this a trail that is not for the 
faint-hearted. Surefootedness and no fear of heights are a 
prerequisite for this tour. The high route Hannigalp – Saas 
Fee definitely lives up to its reputation as one of the most 
beautiful and impressive high routes in the Alps. On your way 
to Saas-Fee, you will enjoy fantastic views of the Bietschhorn, 
Fletschhorn, Lagginhorn, Weissmies and the Balfrin.

Starting point 
Grächen

Whether you opt for an easy or a challenging hike or one of 
our interesting themed routes, you will always be rewarded 
with a stunning mountain vista. If you are looking for an 
idyllic destination to relax and hike, the mountain lake in 
Grächen is the perfect spot for you. Or why not choose a 
beautiful forest path along one of the historical waterways 
(Suonen) that are used to transport glacier water to Grächen’s 
meadows and fields to this day? If you continue along this 
trail, it will lead you to the impressive Ried glacier. 

When it comes to hiking in Grächen, the Hannigalp cableway 
is your mode of transport of choice. A comfortable gondola 
ride takes you up to Hannigalp where you can start on your 
hike equipped with your Hiking-Time Ticket. Tip

Let’s go!

High route Hannigalp – Saas Fee

Family restaurant Hannigalp

2
Attention all mountaineers: The tour to Wannihorn summit 
is quite the athletic challenge, but your reward is a spec-
tacular panorama. Once you arrive at the top, you can 
enjoy a view of the Saas valley and the surrounding peaks, 
Bietschhorn, Bishorn, Brunegghorn and Weisshorn: the 
Valais mountains at their best.

Hannigalp to Wannihorn

After your hike, treat yourself to some local specialties on the 
restaurant’s spacious terrace and enjoy the natural surroun-
dings and the stunning views.

Hannigalp cableway 
timetable

Find out more

Find out more 3
Hiking and finding answers to unusual questions with a 
twinkle in your eye? A lovingly designed themed trail leads 
you to numerous question marks and offers you time to 
think but also to relax. Scan the QR code on the metre-
high question marks and be surprised. This entertaining 
circular route can enrich your time and inspire you.

Questioning circular trail

Find out more

New


